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SUMMARY

A high-pressure-physics technology base is needed in such pro-

grams of interest to the Department of Defense as improving penetrators

and ordnance in general; investigating growth of such crystals as

diamond, silicon carbide, and silicon nitride; and sintering those

crystals. In this study we consider what, if any, research on theo-

retical high-pressure physics would be likely to produce results of

importance to the Department of Defense. In particular, we determine

if additional studies of material equations of state, which are im-

portant on their own and as the basis of studies of both dynamic and

nonlinear effects, should be undertaken. Our conclusion is that

additional studies would be extremely useful, but only if carefully

selected.

We also consider the desirability of undertaking studies of the

dynamic and nonlinear properties of materials. At least one such

program has already begun and is obtaining interesting results. Un-

less the support of high-pressure physics research is abundant, we

recommend that major support go to equation-of-state studies, in view

of the need for the results, their higher probability of success, and

the useful of the results to further studies. Studies of dynamic

and nonlinear effects should also be carefully chosen.

I
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I. INTRODUCTION

by M. Sparks

SCOPE OF STUDY

A high-pressure-physics technology base is needed in such pro-

grams of interest to the Department of Defense as improving penetrators

and ordnance in general; investigating growth of such crystals as

diamond, silicon carbide, and silicon nitride; and sintering those

crystals. In this study we consider what, if any, research on theo-

retical high-pressure physics would be likely to produce results of

importance to the Department of Defense. In particular, we determine

if additional studies of material equations of state, which are im-

portant on their own and as the basis of studies of both dynamic and

nonlinear effects, should be undertaken. Our conclusion is that

additional studies would be extremely useful, but only if carefully

selected.

We also consider the desirability of undertaking studies of the

dynamic and nonlinear properties of materials. At least one such

program has already begun and is obtaining interesting results. Un-

less the support of high-pressure physics research is abundant, we

recommend that major support go to equation-of-state studies, in view

of the need for the results, their higher probability of success, and

the usefulness of the results to further studies. Studies of dynamic

and nonlinear effects should also be carefully chosen.

NOTE: References for this section begin on p. 8 .

xi L
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S.....The results of our theoretical investigations are presented in

Sec. II. Section III reviews experimental findings, and Sec. IV

notes some factors affecting the performance of penetrators. We con-

clude this Introduction with relevant background information.

BACKGROUND

There has been great experimental and theoretical interest in

high-pressure physics for many years., It was pointed out at the

First International Conference on the Physics of Solids at High

Pressures held in 1965 in Tucson, Arizona, that in spite of expressed

interest, many researchers were not aware of the insights to be gained

from high-pressure studies.1 Current interest is in practical aspects

of high-pressure physics that are important in such areas as those

mentioned above.

There have been many measurements and calculations of the equa-

tion of state of solids. Experimental techniques include dynamic

2,34
shock-wave compression; diamond-anvil high-pressure cell; 4 piston-

displacement;5 '6 high-pressure x-ray diffraction using tungsten-

carbide, boron-carbide, or diamond anvils and sodium chloride or

aluminum markers to measure pressure; 7 and ultrasonic measurements.
8'9

Problems attendant on dynamic testing methods make the dynamic methods

less desirable than static methods for studying the fundamental proper-

ties of materials. However, a number of the practical applications in

which high-pressure effects are important involve dynamic rather than

static effects.

Experimental results are often displayed as isobars, as illustrated

in Fig. 1.1.7 Typical volumetric changes for a pressure of 20 kbar are

II -Il II l' : = ]il l ;. ... : i
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Fig. 1.1--Experimental P(V) relation for solid xenon at 850K.
Comparative data are from Packard and Swenson.10
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30 percent for potassium, 1.5 percent for copper, 11.3 percent

7 1for solid xenon, and 8 percent for potassium chloride.12  Boron

nitride exhibits an 18 percent volumetric change at the hexagonal-to-

cubic transition, and potassium chloride exhibits a 12 percent change

at the rock-salt-structure-to-cesium-chloride-structure transition.

Using phase transitions in devices can incur difficulties, such as

a fairly large change in pressure required to cause a change in phase

of the whole sample of reasonably large volume.

In experiments to date, the value of the isothermal bulk modulus

B = -(DF/3V)T

and its pressure derivative B' at normal pressure are obtained from

experimental pressure-volume relations P(V) by least-squares fit of
13,14

the data to the Keane equation

P(V) (BB'/B .) ](V0/V)B OD 1]

- [B(B' - Bi)/B.2] n(VO/V) , (1.1)

where B' is the value of B' at high pressure and V0 is the volume at

normal pressure. The resulting values of B and B' can be compared

with other values such as those obtained from ultrasonic, piston-

displacement, or high-pressure x-ray measurements. In very high

pressures, the P(V) curves themselves are more useful than the values

of B and B'. Determining the maximum pressure at which Eq. (1.1) is

accurate would be of interest.

Measurements of P(V) in solid xenon by high-pressure x-ray dif-

fraction to '-lO kbar by Syassen and Holzapfel7 have shown that solid
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xenon is much more compressible (by 30 percent at 100 kbar) than ex-

pected on the basis of known pair potentials for free xenon atoms and

known Van-der-Walls-type, many-atom interactions. However, agreement

is good between the P(V) data and the bulk properties calculated by

Trickey, Green, and Averill 15 using an augmented-plane-wave-Xa, band-

theory analysis. Syassen and Holzapfel7 suggest that the augmented-

plane-wave-X, band-theory approach may be appropriate for extrapola-

tion of the equation of state to small volumes and high pressures.

Theoretical treatments have included the following calculations:

general variational, self-consistent-field, configuration-interaction,

empirical and semiempirical, Thomas-Fermi-Dirac, Gordon and Kim free-

electron,16 augmented-plane-wave, pseudo-potential, and a number of

other band-theory types. Gordon and Kim 16 calculated the interaction

energy U (ground-state energy as a function of the atomic or ionic

nearest neighbor distance R) of closed-shell atoms and ions under the

following assumptions: (1) The total electron density of the solid

or molecule is the sum of the densities of the individual atoms or

ions, with no distortion of the individual densities from their values

at infinite separation. (2) The Coulomb interactions between all

changes (in both electrons and nuclei) are calculated for the total

electron density. The electron kinetic energy, electron-exchange

effects, and electron-correlation effects are calculated for the total

electron density, using a simple free-electron-gas approximation and

assuming that the energy density at a given point is equal to that of

The assumptions are not valid for such open-shell atoms or ions
with strong chemical bonds as oxides, semiconductors, or materials
with covalent banding in general.

IIIl l III,,. -i . T .,. " " . -" - -
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a uniform electron gas having a density equal to that at the point.

(3) Hartree-Fock wave functions are used for the electron densities

of the separate atoms or ions, since these simple wave functions are

readily available 17 for most atoms and ions.

Curves of U(R) have been calculated16 for homonuclear molecules

(Ar-Ar, Ne-Ne, Kr-Kr, and He-He), heteronuclear molecules (Ne-Ar,

Kr-Ne, Kr-Ar, and He-Ar), ion pairs (K+-Cl- and Na+-Cl-), and crystals

(KCl and NaCl). The agreement between theory and experiment is excel-

lent, except for He-He.

Cohen and Gordon 12 have extended the Gordon-Kim method and calcu-

lated the interaction energies U(R), equilibrium bond distances Rm,

and lattice energies, pressure-volume phase diagrams, lattice constants,

and pressure dependence of the lattice and elastic constants of the lith-

ium, sodium, potassium, and rubidium fluorides, chlorides, bromides, and

iodides. All calculations were for absolute zero temperature. Both

rock-salt and cesium-chloride-type lattices were considered, and the

pressure-induced phase transition between the two lattice types were

predicted. The average deviation between theoretical and experimental

bond distances was 2 percent, lattice energies, 2 percent, and elastic

constant, 10 percent.

Boyer18 has calculated the equation of state and the equilibrium

lattice constant a as a function of pressure and temperature for

sodium chloride and potassium chloride. The temperature of a lattice

instability agreed well with the melting temperature. The pressure at

which the phase transition from the rock-salt structure to the cesium-

chloride structure occurs was calculated for T : O°K and 600°K for s

I8
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KCl and NaC1. A comparison of Boyer's results at absolute zero with

the results of Cohen and Gordon 12 and others would be of interest.

Thermodynamic relations apply to steady-state conditions, but

the dynamic resonance of solids has not been studied as extensively

as the static properties. Even in dynamic shock-wave compression

experiments, interest tends to focus on the static properties of

materials. Information about dynamic behavior could possibly be

obtained from simply considering the relevant time constants (elec-

tronic for U, elastic for propagation times and for phonon contribu-

tions to finite-temperature free energy).

More than one approach to the calculation of P(V) and to the

calculation or estimation of dynamic effects might prove profitable.

Perturbation methods work well for large separation between atoms or

ions but fail at short and intermediate separations--because proper

account of electron exchange is not taken, because the perturbation

series diverges when the interaction is strong, or because multipoleJ expansion fails where electron distributions overlap. Such varia-

tional calculations as self-consistency field and configuration

interaction seem to account for short-range repulsion, but the calcu-

lations become unreasonably complicated and lengthy for heavy atoms

or ions. Attempts at extending perturbation theory to include overlap

have not yet enjoyed success.

Lattice-dynamics calculations have advanced well past the ele-

mentary level of Kellerman, 19 whose method was used by Boyer. An

improved lattice-dynamics model, with added computational complexity,

could prove useful. It is possible that an existing lattice-dynamics

,Jl
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computer program could be used, but adapting existing codes can be

time-consuming. Direct use of experimental phonon-dispersion rela-

tions is an interesting possibility. However, the range of parameters

for which data are available may be too limited to make the data of

much use.
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II. THEORY OF SOLIDS UNDER PRESSURE

by L. J. Sham

INTRODUCTION

Extensive experimental studies1 -5 have been performed to obtain

equations of state for solids under pressure. Depending on the

method,t isothermal, isentropic, or Hugoniot pressure-versus-volume

relations are measured. Under pressure, solids are found to undergo

a wide variety of phase transitions. 6-10 Here, we briefly survey the

theoretical efforts and explore possible avenues for further equation-

of-state research.

A theoretical framework is established for calculating the equa-

tion of state in principle. Existing calculations are put into per-

spective by examining their approximations within the framework.

Whether such studies will yield multifarious phase transitions or

whether new elements of physics must be added is discussed. Some

byproducts of calculations within this framework are the electron-

band structure and the phonon spectrum at various pressures. The

results can be checked against optical measurements, elastic proper-

ties, neutron-scattering experiments, etc. They also form the basis

for the theory of transport and other dynamical response at high

pressures.

NOTE: References for this section begin on p. 23.

Unfortunately, there is no up-to-date survey of recent findings,
some of which are quite interesting.

t See Sec. III, below.

!I
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ADIABATIC APPROXIMATION

The aim is to calculate the free energy of the system at a given

volume and temperature F(V, T). The isothermal equation of state is

then given by

P = -(DF/aV) T . (2.1)

It is convenient to divide the free energy into two parts:

static phonon (2.2)

the first being that of the lattice in a static equilibrium configura-

tion and the second being contributions from lattice vibrations. The

separation is useful only if we have some procedure to calculate the

second part. The adiabatic approximation provides such a procedure.

In the classic Born-Oppenheimer form, because of the large nucleus-

-to-electron mass ratio, the electron contribution to energy can be

calculated at a fixed distorted lattice configuration, which then

serves as the effective potential energy of the vibrating lattice.

The usual criterion for the validity of the adiabatic approximation,

from the simple perturbation consideration, demands that the smallest

electron excitation energy be much larger than the largest phonon

frequency. It is therefore frequently asserted that the adiabatic

approximation is invalid for metals. In fact, as Migdal 12 has shown,

the approximation is valid for metals provided the Fermi speed is

much larger than the speed of sound.

It is also assumed that the temperature is low compared with the

Fermi temperature, so that the electrons are assumed nearly degenerate.

'I{
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In the Hugoniot equation of state, the temperature can be comparable

to the Fermi temperature. The limit of validity of the adiabatic

approximation at finite temperatures should be investigated, perhaps

by the method of Migdal.

TOTAL ELECTRON ENERGY

Density-Functional Formalism

Consider first T = 0. (We examine temperature effects later.)

The static part of the free energy consists of the electrostatic

energy of the lattice of charged nuclei and the total electron energy

in the presence of V(r), the lattice potential due to the nuclei. In

the density-functional formalism,13 it is shown that the electronic

energy is given by

E :fd3r V(i) n( ) + G[n] , (2.3)

where n is the electron-density distribution, which completely deter-

mines the energy term, except for the potential energy V(ir) due to

the lattice (represented by the first term). The second term is

further14
further separated into the electrostatic interaction energy between

the electron charge distribution, the kinetic energy of a system of

electrons with density distribution n(ir) were they noninteracting,

and the remainder--by definition, the exchange and correlation energy:

G[n] = /d rfd n( ) r -)''l n(7')+ Ts[n] + E xc[n]. (2.4)

A variational principle states that for a given lattice potential V,

the correct n yields the smallest value for E in Eq. (2.3).

J .S
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It remains to construct the functionals for the single-particle

kinetic energy and the exchange and correlation energy, and then to

determine the density distribution and calculate the energy. The

following methods can be used for calculating the static part of the

equation of state.

Phenomenological Approach, This method includes the electron

contribution in the two-body interaction between the constituent atoms.

For example, the exchange repulsion between core electrons is included

in the Born-Mayer-type potential. The method is most frequently used

for rare gas solids 1-5 and alkali halides. 15 A recent comparison of

various intermolecular potentials for a geophysical application is

given by Mulargia and Boschi. 16 The accuracy is poor at high compres-

sion, for which many-atom overlaps may be important. For example,

the pressure calculated by using the phenomenological interatomic

potential deviates significantly from experimental values17 in xenon

for volume reduction greater than 30 percent. For open-shell atoms,
'i 12particularly in metals, the phenomenological approach is not very

meaningful.

Thomas-Fermi Approximation. An approximation to the energy

functional uses the value of the homogeneous electron gas at the

local density as the leading term in a power series of density grad-

ients. Thus,

Ts[n] =Jn(r) t[n(r)] d3r , (2.5)

where t(n) is the noninteracting kinetic energy per electron at density

n, and

I
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Exc[n] =fn(r) cxc[n(r)] d3r , (2.6)

where ec (n) is the exchange and correlation energy per electron atxc
density n. Substituting these expressions in Eq. (2.4), the varia-

tional principle with respect to density yields

V(r) + Vxc[n(r)] + Ln [nt(n)] +fdr' Ir- r'1l n(r') = i , (2.7)

V being the chemical potential, and

V =Exc L (ne (2.8)
xc 6n Dn xc

The integral term is easily converted into the Poisson-equation form.

18
If Vxc is dropped, we have the classic Thomas-Fermi equation. If

only the exchange term is kept in Vxc, we have the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac

approximation used in the classic paper by Feynman et al, 19,20 Equa-

tion (2.7) in its totality was used by Salpeter and Zapolsky.21

it! Evidently, the higher the compression, the better the approximation.

However, it appears that the regime of validity is in the megabar

range, or above 50 percent volume reduction.

A variation on the Thomas-Fermi scheme has been suggested by

Gordon and Kim.22 The Thomas-Fermi forms of the density functionals

in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) are retained. However, the density distribu-

tion n(r) which enters into them is not determined from Eq. (2.7), but

rather is just the sum of overlapping Hartree-Fock atomic densities.

Clearly, many objections in theory can be raised, not the least

of which is the lack of self-consistency between the density and the

I0
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energy in light of the variational principle and the lack of re-

arrangement of density from the atoms. This simple method has, never-

theless, been applied with remarkable success to calculating the inter-

atomic forces between closed-shell atoms and ions. The two-body

interaction calculations are then used to obtain the equations of

state for alkali-halides,23,24 alkaline-earth dihalides, 23 and

magnesium and calcium oxides.
25

The results improve on empirical intermolecular force calcula-

tions. For the rather delicate transition pressure from NaCl struc-

ture to CsCl structure, there is fair overall qualitative agree-

ment. Cohen and Gordon 24 also demonstrate the importance of including

the next-nearest-neighbor interaction. The MgO and CaO studies 25 have

two interesting points: The materials are of geophysical relevance;

and the density of the 0 ion, which does not exist in isolation, has

to be calculated in an artificially stabilized form.

Because of the simplicity of the Gordon-Kim scheme and because

of its record of success, it is worthwhile to further explore its

limitations at very high pressures. One modification that becomes

necessary at high pressures is not to first determine the two-body

interatomic interaction but to proceed directly with the summation of

atomic or ionic densities in the crystal to be used in Eqs. (2.5) and

(2.6).

Local-Density Approximation for Exchange and Correlation. The

density determined from the Thomas-Fermi approximation is unsatis-

factory because it ignores oscillations (the shell structure) and

gives unphysical reflections of the potential singularity near the

Ii ... _
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nucleus. Both problems can be remedied by not approximating the

kinetic energy functional T [n], and applying the local-density
s

approximation only to the exchange and correlation [Eq. (2.6)]. The

variational equation with respect to density is then, by analogy to

the noninteracting system, equivalent to solving the one-electron

Schrddinger equation for density:
14

[- V2 + V(r)+fdr' Ir - r' -In(r') + Vxc] P(r) : E£(r) (2.9)

This scheme has been widely used with remarkable success for band-

structure calculations at zero pressure. Two methods of finding the

exchange and correlation potential V are commonly used:xc

1. The Xc method.26 The exchange and correlation potential Vxc

is approximated by the expression

. Vxc : cVx  (2.10)

Vx being the Dirac potential. The parameter a is chosen, for example,

to make the virial theorem for the isolated atom correct.

2. The local-density approximation. Equation (2.8) is used with

the best available results from the homogeneous-electron-gas calcu-

lations. The Schr6dinger equation (2.9) is then solved in a variety

of ways for the equation of state at high pressures:

9 The pseudo-potential method has been used for simple metals

(elements in the upper left corner of the periodic table
27'28

and, with modifications, for germanium and silicon,29 and

for xenon.
30
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* The cellular method, in which the unit cell is replaced by

a sphere, has been used for argon, xenon
3 1 and hydrogen.3 2

The augmented-plane-wave (APW) method, a very accurate tech-
33

nique, gives an equation of state for xenon, using the Xa
34

potential, that is in excellent agreement with actual mea-

surements. 17 It should, however, be noted that the experi-

mental curve has been reduced to the static curve using the

Mie-GrUneisen approximation (discussed below) and that the

effect of changing the Xc potential to the local density

expression for xenon has not yet been investigated. The a

value determined for the isolated xenon atom might not account

for the correlation effects at high densities. The Xa/APW

method is also used for iodine with success. 3 5'36 The APW/

local-density approximation is used for lithium hydride.
3 6

0 The scattering (KKR--Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker) method also gives

accurate results, yielding for example a good equation of

L state for solid H2.
3 7

We expect that using the exchange-correlation potential in the

local-density approximation in an accurate band-structure calculation

such as APW, KKR, or LMTO (linear combination of muffin-tin orbitals)

that requires only a reasonable amount of computing will yield good

equations of state. The band-structure information will also be

useful (in characterizing metallization, for example).

Hartree-Fock Method

Performing exact Hartree-Fock calculations for solids is ex-

tremely time-consuming.3 8 Correlation effects have yet to be
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incorporated self-consistently. For hydrogen, comparison of the local

exchange with the exact Hartree-Fock value yields good agreement.
10

If the local-density approximation proved universally adequate at

high pressures, it would be more economical.

Finite-Temperature Effects

When temperature becomes comparable with the Fermi temperature,

electron-free energy and density have to be redetermined self-

consistently. They have been calculated in the Thomas-Fermi approxi-

mation. 19 The density-functional formalism is easily extended to finite

temperatures. 14,39 The local-density approximation with an accurate

band-structure method should be tested at high temperatures.

PHONON ENERGY

Murnaghan-Birch Equation

A phenomenological approach is to expand the free energy in powers
of finite strains (the Murnaghan-Birch equation). However, the

40 Hwvr h
formulation seems quite arbitrary and obscures the physical meaning.

Small-Displacement Vibrations

A microscopic approach is to expand in powers of the atomic dis-

placement from the regular lattice at a given volume. At temperatures

comparable to the Debye temperature at the volume under consideration,

anharmonic contributions in low orders can be included. For light

atoms such as hydrogen IO0 4 1 or helium, the zero-point motion is so

large that a quantum theory (the self-consistent phonon theory) must

be used.

iS
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In the harmonic approximation, the phonon spectrum is used to

find the free energy; there are several possible approaches.

Mie-GrUneisen Approximation. 3'16'42 When the phonon spectrum is

treated in the Debye approximation, the phonon contribution to pressure

depends on the Grdneisen parameter (logarithmic derivative of Debye

temperature with respect to volume). Just as accurately reproducing

the temperature dependence of the specific heat in the Debye approxi-

mation requires a moderate variation in the Debye temperature, the

GrUneisen parameter varies with temperature as well as with volume.43

However, the essence of the Debye approximation--that the phonon sum

is determined by only a few wave vectors--should be investigated to

provide an efficient method of summation.

Phonon Spectrum from Two-Body Interatomic Interaction. The

interatomic interaction used to determine the static contribution to

free energy (see above) can also be used to calculate the phonon

spectrum. This calculation has only recently been carried out, for

44 4546 46polyethylene and alkali halides.45' Boyer, using the interaction

equation of Gordon and Kim,22 has calculated equations of state for

NaCl and KCI at room temperature to 30 kbar that are in excellent

agreement with experimental data. Unfortunately, the agreement is

somewhat spoiled by including the next-nearest-neighbor (Cl - Cl)

interaction, since it changes noticeably static contribution to pres-

sure, which at room temperature is more important than the phonon term.

Phonon Spectrum from the Electron-Phonon Interaction. There

has been much progress in first-principle calculation of the phonon

spectrum. Consistent with the various approximations used to
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calculate electron energy in the static lattice, it should now be

possible to calculate the phonon spectrum and hence the phonon free

energy. Two approaches may be fruitful. One is to use the Gordon-

Kim-Boyer scheme, modified by directly taking the density in the solid

to be the overlap of the atomic or ionic densities rather than using

the intermediate step of a two-body interaction. This ,nethod has the

virtue of simplicity, despite being an unprecedented attempt to cal-

culate all the contributions consistently within the same approxima-

tion, and should be tested extensively.

The other approach, using the calculated electron-band structure

to produce phonon frequencies, is probably the next most accurate.

What has yet to be found is the most efficient procedure of calcu-

lating the phonon spectrum from the adiabatic electron energy term.

StraightForward recalculation of total energy for every frozen phonon

figuration is possible for short wavelength phonons, but is very time-

consuming.

Molecular Dynamics

In the classical regime, with known interaction, it is possible

to compute the dynamics of a sample of atoms. At high temperatures

where phonon approximations break down, this is the last resort--

although it has been performed recently for neon and iron with

phenomenological Lennard-Jones and Morse potentials. The resulting

study of the GrUneisen parameter is most illuminating. A more am-

bitious program would to be include electronic effects on the molecular

dynamics beyond the phenomenological interaction potential.

I -,
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PHASE TRANSITIONS UNDER PRESSURE

A severe test of the equation-of-state theory is its ability to

reproduce or even predict phase transitions. We briefly survey

whether the straightforward calculation envisaged in the preceding

discussions is adequate for various transitions.

Structural Transitions of Insulators and Semiconductors

The NaCl-lattice-to-CsCl-lattice transition has already been

24,25
qualitatively reproduced by the Gordon-Kim scheme. More accurate

calculations along the lines recommended above should yield quantita-

tive agreement. More interesting is the question whether semicon-

ductors with diamond or zinc blend structure transforming to NaCl

structure can be treated in the same manner, thus providing a micro-

scopic understanding of the successful ionicity scale of Phillips.
4 7

Simple Insulator-Metal Transitions

The simplest case, where metallization comes from atomic overlap

under pressure, should be the most amenable to calculation. That

amenability has been demonstrated for iodine.3 5  For xenon, the mea-

sured transition pressure48 is markedly lower than the theoretical

prediction.3 1 For hydrogen, 5 the experimental test has yet to come.

Mott Transition
4 '49

The local-density approximation extended to two-spin populations
14

for the equation of state should be tried on the transition-metal

oxides (NiO, V203 , V2 -xCrx03 ), It would fail with the Mott transi-

tion because the local-density approximation is least valid at low

densities and thus incapable of producing an insulating many-electron

state of the type Mott envisaged at low densities.
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Polymorphic Transitions in Metals
9'15

Such transitions are similar to the simple insulator-metal transi-

tions in lowering the empty d-band relative to the filled s-band under

pressure. More quantitative calculations50 would therefore be of

interest.

Mixed-Valence Salts

Some rare-earth monochalcogenides (such as SmS) change from

divalence to a mixture of divalence and trivalence, 9 with no change

in the lattice structure. The state of the theory51 is somewhat

confused. The theoretical description of the mixed-valence state as

the hybridization of the many-electron f-shell localized at an ion

with the delocalized d-electrons has not been formulated precisely

enough to make quantitative calculations possible. While we are not

optimistic that the local-density approximation is capable of pro-j ducing many-body states, we are very curious about what the approxi-

mation will yield for rare-earth chalcogenides, and thus how much

it will clarify the many-body problem.

SUMMARY

We have suggested that the equation of state be calculated at

two levels of sophistication, both treating electrons and phonons

within the same scheme. One accepts the Gordon-Kim ansatz of over-

lapping atomic densities for the solid. The other calculates the

electron dynamics in the local-density approximation and uses it as

a basis for the phonon spectrum.

S
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III. SURVEY OF HIGH-PRESSURE PHYSICS RESEARCH

by M. Ross

INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in the computational methods of electron-

band theory and in static and dynamic high-pressure experiments have

made it possible to undertake systematic investigation of the physics

of condensed matter at high compression. This section first presents

an overview of those developments, then surveys the new methods being

developed for future studies to be carried out at considerably higher

pressures than are currently attainable.

Many materials have already been studied, and a truly compre-

hensive review would result in a very extensive report. This survey

is consequently limited to a few well-studied elements--xenon,

iodine, and cesium. Those elements represent the class of insulators,

diatomic molecules, and metals. Using them as examples, we show how

current theoretical methods, coupled with static and dynamic experi-

ments, are being employed to study the properties of materials under

pressure. The representative elements also have the interesting

feature that, despite their apparently disparate normal states, certain

similarities in their behavior under high pressure are a consequence of

a common electron structure.

The elements I to Cs, atomic numbers 53 to 55, are at the edge of

the periodic table. Because their atomic numbers differ only slightly,

the potential as experienced by an outer electron does not change

NOTE: References for this section begin on p. 73.
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greatly; consequently, these atoms have similar electron level schemes,

with the primary differences being in the level occupation numbers.

Similarly, electron-band calculations for iodine, xenon, and cesium

(and the next two neighbors, barium and lanthanum) in the condensed

state show that, at least qualitatively, the electron energy levels

for all these elements under compression show a similar pattern and

can be described schematically by a Wigner-Seitz diagram of the type

shown in Fig. 3.1 Cesium has one electron in the 6s conduction band

and a closed 5p6 shell. Xenon has a closed 5p6 shell, and atomic

iodine has a partially fitted 5p5 shell. The important feature is

that with a decreasing lattice constant, the energy of the 5d level falls

below that of the 6s and continues to decrease relative to the top of

the 5p and the 6s as the 5p core band broadens. At very high compres-

sion, the gap in energy between the 5p and 5d states goes to zero, and

some of the 5d and 5p states degenerate. The 5d electrons have a

negative partial pressure, while the 5p and 6s partial pressures are

C positive. At high compressions, the pressure of the 5p level becomes

dominant.

Figure 3.1 also indicates schematically the normal atomic volumes

of these elements, which vary by a factor of five. Such a large vari-

ation introduces us to a unique advantage inherent in the elements

near the edge of the periodic table. That is, by choosing neighboring

elements, we can "compress" the electron structure into qualitatively

different regions of the level scheme. Thus, in addition to pressure

as a variable for changing the lattice constant, we also have the

atomic number.
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XENON

Xenon represents the limiting case of an element with an electron-

band structure consisting of filled core states with empty conduction

levels. Its low-temperature thermodynamic properties are determined

solely by the repulsion of those 5p core electrons. Under compression,

the theoretical calculations (Fig. 3.1) predict that the energy levels

of the d-like conduction band will eventually overlap those of the

core, and xenon will then become metallic.

Two static-compression experiments on solid xenon have recently

been reported that yield the 850K pressure-volume isotherm up to

110 kbar,1 and indicate an insulator-to-metal transition at about

300 kbar. 2 These new results, combined with previous shock-wave data

on liquid to 500 kbar3 and unpublished high-energy atomic beam-

scattering data, 4 make xenon the simplest condensed material for which

there is so extensive an overlap of experimental data bearing on its

high-pressure behavior.

Each experimental method provides a unique set of results on the

behavior of compressed xenon. The high-energy beam experiments deter-

mine the repulsive interatomic potential between pairs of atoms at

very small separations, as in extremely hot fluid. With a modest

theoretical effort, low-temperature, static-compression data can be

used to verify an interatomic potential for solid xenon that is rele-

vant for much larger atom-atom separations than probed by the beam

studies.

In shock-wave experiments, the densities and temperatures achieved

in liquid xenon extend from conditions similar to the solid state up

to energies and atom-atom separations comparable to those achieved
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in beam experiments. Besides permitting study of the interatomic

potential, the temperatures achieved in shock-wave experiments are

sufficiently high to excite electrons and provide information as to

the locations of the unoccupied electron bands at high compression.

However, the extraction of information about the microscopic processes

in a shock-compressed dense fluid at high temperature requires a much

more sophisticated theoretical analysis than for the static data.

Experimental Studies

The static experimental work on xenon is all recent and represents

the state of the art. Static pressure-volume measurements have been

made by Syassen and Holzapfel (SH) using a high-pressure x-ray diffrac-
l

tion technique. The basic features of the cell, shown in Fig. 3.2,

have been used to study a number of other materials over the same

pressure range. The cell consists of one tungsten-carbide anvil and

one boron-carbide anvil. The inset in the figure details the pressure

cell. The sample is inserted into a small hole (0.4 mm in diameter

and 0.5 mm in depth) within the tip of the boron-carbide anvil. By

squeezing the two anvils together, the metal disk deforms and a pres-

sure gradient develops across the metal disk, with maximum pressure

in the center just above the sample. The metal then flows into the

sample hole and pressurizes the sample.

X-rays pass through the boron-carbide anvil just below the metal

disk; the scattered radiation is recorded in the plane perpendicular

to the anvil axis. The temperature is measured by a platinum resistor

directly attached to the tungsten-carbide anvil. The pressure mea-

surement is based on the use of a marker substance, in this case
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Force

Tungsten carbide
Metal
Sample
Boron carbide

5 mm

Fig. 3.2--Schematic of Syassen and Holzapfel
high-pressure cell

either sodium chloride or aluminum. The equation of sta- for both

substances is known at room temperature. Low-temperature P(V) rela-

tions are derived from known thermodynamic properties and an assump-

tion about the volume dependence of the GrUneisen parameter. These

results corrected to zero degrees kelvin are shown by the curve in

Fig. 3.3 labeled SH. Also shown are some theoretical curves dis-

cussed later in this section.

Using a diamond indentor, diamond-anvil technique, along with

nonshorting interdigitated electrodes, Nelson and Ruoff2 report that

at 0.3 Mbar, electrical resistance of a xenon sample at 320K drops
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Fig. 3.3--Experimental and theoretical zero-degree-kelvin
isotherms for xenon. SH is experimental result of
Syassen and Holzapfel. 1 SW was calculated using
shock-wave potential and includes zero-point pressure.
Open circles are present APW results using Hedin-
Lundqvist exchange-correlation potential; closed
circles are similar Xc calculations using a = 0.69962.
APW results have been corrected for zero-point pres-
sures as computed by SW potential.
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drastically, and xenon becomes a metallic-like conductor. Unfortunately,

their method does not permit measurement of the pressure, which must

instead be determined from theory. When a spherical diamond tip of

radius R is pressed against a flat diamond, as shown in Fig. 3.4a,

contact pressure is established. The pressure distribution can be

calculated by the Hertz contact theory, from a knowledge of the tip

radius, the applied force, and the Young's modulus and Poisson ratio

for diamond. The indentor-anvil technique has been used to obtain

pressures estimated at 1.4 Mbar, although the results have been the

subject of some controversy.

Measurements of the drop in electrical resistance which indicate

the presence of the purported insulator-to-metal transitions were

made using the interdigitated-electrode technique. A schematic of

this electrode system is shown in Fig. 3.4b. Actual electrodes have

75 or more fingers. A thin sample is present on top of the electrodes.

The dashed circle shows the perimeter of the contact circle when the

'indentor is applied with a particular force. The black center circle

shows the part of the high-pressure sample material that has become

conducting. The pressure in the conducting portion is computed using

Hertz theory.

Although they have not studied xenon, it is appropriate to dis-

cuss the work of Vereschagin and Yakovlev5 in the USSR, who appear

to be the first to have used the indented diamond-anvil technique,

having carried out a number of investigations of insulator-metal

transitions. Those researchers use carbonado diamond anvils (diamond

with some metal alloyed for greater hardness). Their experimental

system is diagrammed in Fig. 3.5. Since carbonados are electrical

I~I
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Fig. 3.4a--Nelson and Ruoff's spherically tipped
diamond indentor (radius R) pressed against
initially flat diamond with force F

Electrode 1

I aContact region

Electrode 2

Fig. 3.4b--Interdigitated electrodes on diamond
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Fig. 3.5--Carbonado conducting-anvil apparatus of Yakovlev

conductors, one can determine under what forces materials convert to

the metallic phase.

Vereschagin and Yakovlev's studies of materials at room tempera-

ture have yielded the following sequence of insulator-to-metal tran-

sitions occurring as a function of pressure:

P GaP < PNaCl < P BaF < PSrF2 < Al203 < PCaF2

< P B, < PC(diamond) < P SiO2 < P MgO"

Q. .i
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Additional results of interest are that

* Solid H2 shows metallic-like conductivity above 1 Mbar

pressure.

* GaP becomes superconducting near 60K above 220 kbar.

e Sulfur becomes superconducting near 90K above 500 kbar.

* Sulfur becomes metallic near 1 Mbar, in direct disagreement

with Dunn and Bundy (see below).

The highest pressure to date have been attained by dynamic methods.

The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory's two-stage gas gun represents the

state of the art in dynamic high-pressure research.6  With that gun,

pressures and volumes of materials shocked into the megabar pressure

range can be measured within 1 to 2 percent accuracy. However, the

experiments on xenon cited here3 (see also Fig. 3.7, p. 41) were

carried out in 1964 using the older high-explosive method. Newer

experiments on xenon using the gas gun are planned; we expect to

achieve pressures of 1.2 Mbar. The approximate peak pressures that

can be attained by a single wave with elemental targets are traced

in Fig. 3.6a.

The two-stage gun is illustrated in Fig. 3.6b. It consists of

a breech containing up to 1.35 kg of gunpowder, a pump tube filled

with hydrogen, and an evacuated barrel for guiding the projectile to

the target. Hot gases from the detonated gunpowder drive a 6.8 kg

piston into the 90 mm (inside diameter) pump tube. The piston com-

presses about 30 mol of hydrogen gas, the second-stage driving medium,

to about 140 MPa before the gas breaks a rupture valve and accelerates

0
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Fig. 3.6a--Approximate maximum pressures from single shock wave with
two-stage gun, as function of atomic number of target material

Breech Pump tube Projectile

gases Pitn Hdoega

Rupture valve closed
Rupture valve openm , _ / Hydrogen gas
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Fig. 3.6b--Operation of two-stage gun. (1) Hot gases from gunpowder detonation
drive piston that compresses hydrogen gas in pump tube. (2) High-pressure
hydrogen gas breaks rupture valve and accelerates projectile
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the 20 g projectile down the 28 mm (inside diameter) evacuated barrel

to a muzzle velocity up to 7 km/sec.

Hydrogen is used for the second-stage driving gas because it pro-

duces the highest muzzle velocities. The speed of sound in the driving

gas determines the maximum rate at which it can transmit pressure to

the projectile. For an ideal gas, which hydrogen closely approximates,

the sound velocity is proportional to T/M, where T is temperature and

M is molecular weight. Light gases, in addition to their low molecular

weights, are very compressible and so can be driven to high temperatures

by the heavy piston. Thus, hydrogen has a large T-to-M ratio and pro-

duces the highest velocities.

The impact of a projectile on a target generates a high-pressure

shock wave that travels rapidly through the target. The wave momen-

tarily compresses and heats target material into the pressure-tempera-

ture region of interest. The researcher's task is to measure the V
properties of the material during the brief interval during which it

is at the appropriate temperature and pressure.

The thermodynamic properties of greatest interest are pressure,

volume, internal energy, and temperature. The first three are ob-

tained by measuring the projectile velocity, the shock velocity in

the target, and the initial mass densities of both projectiles and

target materials, and then applying the conservation equations for

momentum, mass, and energy. The conservation equations, which relate

the measured shock and mass velocities to the pressure, volume, and

energy, are known as the Hugoniot relations. The Hugoniot refers to

a curve that is the locus of states reached by shocking a material

i_____
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directly from a given initial state. The temperature of shocked ma-

terial is not generally measured and must be computed. However,

temperature-measurement diagnostics employing fast optical pyrometers

are being developed.

Theoretical Studies

The extremely high temperatures attained in shock-wave experiments

are both highly advantageous and seriously problematic to theoretical

studies; they also spell difficulties for applying the experimental

data. Temperatures as high as several electron volts excite electrons,

break chemical bonds, and act as probes of electron structure under

compression. The high temperatures allow atoms to penetrate their

neighbors' repulsive cores and, in principle, enable one to determine

intermolecular forces at small internuclear separations.

Shock-wave studies thus constitute a rich source of data; never-

*theless, with a few exceptions, condensed-matter theoreticians appearj reluctant to deal simultaneously with high temperature and high

densities. The difficulties are formidable. In addition to having

to predict the properties of electrons and the motion of ions, one

must couple them and do the statistical mechanics properly. With an

increasing data base from shock-wave experiments and the availability

of computers for large problems, many of the problems will become

tractable within some satisfactory theoretical bounds.

To extend the usefulness of shock-wave data to the scientific

and engineering community, the results must be readily reducible to

isotherms. Such a reduction is currently subject to serious uncer-

tainties in the theory of thermal properties; for example, no
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adequate thermal equation-of-state theory exists for many geophysical

materials at high pressure.

Two types of theoretical calculations have been carried out on

7
compressed xenon. In one, the augmented-plane-wave (APW) electron-

band-theory method has been used to compute the zero-degree-kelvin,

pressure-volume isotherm. The results (shown earlier in Fig. 3.3:

black and white circles) are found to be in fairly good agreement with

the static-compression measurements. The black-dotted results were

made using the Xct exchange method, and the white dots are results

with the Hedin-Lundqvist exchange. These electron-band calculations

also yield the energy gap between the top of the full 5p valence band

and the bottom of the empty conduction band, thus locating the

insulator-metal transition--the volume where the gap goes to zero.

The theoretical prediction of a 1.3 Mbar transition does not agree

with experimental results of Nelson and Ruoff.
2

In the second set of calculations, fluid-perturbation theory

employing an interatomic pair potential, and generalized to permit

electron thermal excitation across a band gap, has been used to cal-

culate the shock-compression curves shown in Fig. 3.7 in comparison

with the shock-wave data. The interatomic potential used in these

calculations fits the shock-wave data, but it is independently tested

by comparison with the beam data shown in Fig. 3.8 as well as with

the static zero-degree-kelvin isotherm in Fig. 3.3. The isotherm

computed using this pair potential is labeled SW in Fig. 3.8. In

all cases there is good agreement with the experimental data. In

the shock-wave experiments, the temperatures range up to 18,0000K S

(i •
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Fig. 3.7--Xenon Hugoniot calculations and experiments. Bars
are experimental results from Ref. 3. Curves are theo-
retical results discussed in accompanying text. A in-
cludes band gaps obtained from APW results and varying.
with volume. B includes only band gap of normal density
solid. C does not include any electron excitation (pure
insulator). In dashed curve, pair potential used to com-
pute A was increased by 10 percent.
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Fig. 3.8--Xenon intermolecular potentials. High-energy
atomic beam results (beam) versus shock-wave (SW)
potential, indicating also approximately regime
probed by shock-wave data.

and, as a result of the high kinetic energies, xenon atoms can probe
0

the pair potential at separations down to approximately 2.6 A, thus

overlapping the beam studies reported to be valid for separations

from 2.15 to 3.14 A. The good agreement between the shock-wave derived

potential (SW) and beam potential indicates that many-body forces are

-- ",I '.. . ... .. .;,,
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relatively unimportant to the xenon equation of state at these temper-

atures and separations.

Figure 3.9 demonstrates how the shock-wave data may be used to

infer information about the xenon band gap by carrying out calcula-

tions for different volumes for the band-gap closure. These calcula-

tions assume a quadratic dependence for the band gap with volume,

approximately the behavior computed. The band gaps are adjusted to

give both the known normal density value and the metallization volumes

0.6 1 9 1 1

0.5 -
12

0.4
cc 14

0O.3

U \ 16.5
0.2 Hugoniots

0.10

16 18 20 22 24 26 28 44.4

Volume (cm ImoI)

Fig. 3.9--Xenon Hugoniot calculations for several assumed band-
gap closures versus experimental data. Bars are experi-
mental results from Ref. 3. Solid curves are theoretical
calculations for band-gap closures (insulator-metallic
transitions) at indicated volumes (cc/mol).

1$
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indicated in Fig. 3.9. Along each curve no more than 0.2 electrons

per atom become thermally excited, so that the present semiconductor

treatment and use of the interatomic potential should remain valid.

The results show that metallization volumes of 12 cm3/mol or greater

are not consistent with the shock data. On the basis of the zero-

degree-kelvin isotherm (dashed curve), metallization at 300 kbar

under static compression would imply gap closure at about 16.5 cm 3/mol.

As may be seen from the figure, such a possibility appears to disagree

significantly with the shock-wave data. We estimate, however, that

at about 350 kbar the band gap will drop below 5 eV, and at higher

pressures could be detected in a diamond-anvil apparatus as a faint

coloration.

The results show that the static, dynamic, and beam experiments

for xenon are internally consistent and can be satisfactorily repro-

duced using current theoretical methods.

IODINE

The recent interest in the metallic transition in hydrogen, with

pressures probably in the multimegabar regime, has led to a renewed

study of the iodine transition. Iodine is one of a small number of

elemental materials whose pressure-induced metallization can be

studied under conditions readily accessible in the laboratory. It

is normally a diatomic molecular insulator and achieves metallic con-

ductivity at relatively low pressures. At room temperature and one

atmosphere of pressure, iodine is a base-centered orthorhombic crystal

with the 12 molecular axes lying in the ac plane. '*

I- a..a .
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The earliest electrical resistivity8 measurements, shown in Fig.

3.10, where the log of the resistance is plotted against kilobars, in-

dicated a gradual onset of metallic conductivity as iodine is compressed.

The resistivity of the insulating phase begins to drop at 40 kbar and

reaches its metallic limiting value at about 135 kbar perpendicular to

the ac plane (parallel at about 170 kbar). There is no evidence of

discontinuous behavior in the resistivity measurements that might sug-

gest a first-order phase transition.

Those results have recently been confirmed by more accurate re-

sistance measurements by Dunn and Bundy. 9  Independent measurements of

the optical gap are also consistent with the results,10 as are shock-

wave data that suggest that iodine transforms from a diatomic molecule

to a metal over this pressure range (see below). The recent x-ray

diffraction work by Takemura et al. has shown that iodine maintains

its structure to about 200 kbar, then changes to a new phase with a

4 iyet-to-be-determined structure--results that are also consistent with
IL- previous work. The recent measurements by Dunn and Bundy and by

Takemura et al. indicate the state of the art and deserve review.

Experimental Studies

Dunn and Bundy carried out their experiments on iodine using a

cryogenic clamp-type, sintered diamond-tipped Drickamer opposed-anvil

apparatus, illustrated in Fig. 3.11. The electrical resistance of

iodine was studied at approximately 80, 100, 130, and 170 kbar. The

sample was first loaded to the desired pressure at room temperature

and the apparatus cooled to below the temperature of liquid helium.

In the 80 kbar experiment, shown in Fig. 3.12a, the resistance first

decreased as the temperature was lowered, passed a minimum, and then

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .V IWOIIIlN .., :E ..: , -
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Fig. 3.10--Log resistance versus pressure for iodine
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(a)
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(b)
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wire; gold
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Fig. 3.11--Opposed diamond-tipped piston apparatus
used by Dunn and Bundy. (a) Cross-section.
(b) Cell arrangement for diametral specimen
in equatorial plane. (c) Cell arrangement for
axial specimen.
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increased again, indicating that the bands did not quite overlap.

The 100, 130, and 170 kbar experiments show similar features, but with

smaller and smaller resistivity. At these pressures the resistivity

of iodine is still very sensitive to pressure changes. In the 170 kbar

experiment (Fig. 3.12b), the resistivity of iodine is already reduced

to approximately 300 pjcm. At that pressure iodine behaves in a

metallic fashion in that it is less pressure sensitive and the

resistivity-to-temperature ratio is more nearly linear. In the 170

kbar experiment, temperatures were reduced to below 2.80K. The re-

sistivity leveled below 20'K to a residual value, and no super-

conductivity was observed.

One of the most exciting of the recent advances in high-pressure

physics is research with the diamond anvil. The method has been ad-

vanced largely through the efforts of Piermarini and Block12 and Mao

13and Bell, who have extended the useful experimental pressure range

I to approximately 0.5 Mbar. Pressures are determined by measuring the

F-1 C shift in the ruby R1 fluorescent line and the lattice constant by

x-ray measurements. This line shift is believed to vary linearly with

pressure up to 1.12 Mbar. Justification for this pressure scale comes

from experiments in which the pressures determined from volume measure-

ments of magnesium oxide calibrated against shock-wave data, and from

the spectral shift of the ruby fluorescent line, are in good agree-

ment.14 A wide range of optical and electrical measurements is

feasible using this technique. The research of Takemura et al. is a

good illustration of the technique as applied to iodine.

I, . L .. . .
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Figure 3.13 shows a cross-section of a diamond anvil cell. High

pressure is obtained by applying opposing forces to a pair of diamond

anvils about 0.25 carats each. The flat center of the anvils is

0.6 mm wide. A gasket is put between the diamonds, and a hole

in the gasket, drilled by spark erosion, is used as a sample cell.

The sample cell is 0.15 mm in diameter and 0.15 mm thick. The diameter

decreases to 0.10 mm after precompression. The x-rays used to deter-

mine the lattice constant impinge on the sample through a collimator

set just behind the anvil. A small piece of crystalline ruby

(50 pm x 50 lim x 50 1rm) is glued on one side of the diamond with a

Sample Ruby
Gasket

Diamonds

X-Ray

-H1 -1 mm

Fig. 3.13--Cutaway drawing of diamond-anvil
high-pressure cell

$
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very small amount of silicon grease. The pressure is calibrated by
0

the shift of the ruby RI line using the relation dX/dp = 0.365 A/kbar.

The pressure before and after the x-ray measurement has been found to

vary within 2 kbar in the 200 kbar range.

Mao and Bell have carried out pressure measurements up to 0.5

Mbar on molecular hydrogen. 15 They have observed freezing at 200C

and 57 kbar but no evidence of a metallic transition. Their work on

geophysical problems has extended research on the earth's mantle to

the equivalent of depths greater than 600 km.

The highest compressions attained with iodine are in shock-wave

experiments, using the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory's two-stage gun,

to pressures of 1.70 Mbar. 16 The results are compared in Fig. 3.14

with the calculations discussed below. As noted earlier, shock-

compression experiments are unique in the extremely high experimental

temperature that is attained for the short time during which the

pressure and density are determined. In the case of iodine, the cal-

culated temperature along the Hugoniot line at 70 GPa is ll,0000 K;

and at 140 GPa, 22,000°K.

Theoretical Results

Theoretical pressure-volume calculations have been carried out

for monatomic metallic iodine and for that element's diatomic mo-

lecular phase. In outlining the theoretical calculations of the

Hugoniot for metallic iodine, it is instructive to note what approxi-

mations are made in regard to a fully rigorous finite-temperature

theory of metals. First, total energy (E) and pressure (P) are
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approximated in terms of their ground-state (V) and thermal (T)

components:

E(V, T) = Eo(V) + AE(V, T)

and

P(V, T) = P0(V) + AP(V, T)

The electron-phonon interactions are ignored both in the ground

state and at finite temperatures. Since nuclear zero-point energy

and pressure are rather small on the scale of interest in this work,

the ground-state energy and pressure may then be computed by self-

consistent electron-band theory, presuming a rigid lattice of nuclei.

The self-consistent APW-Xa17 '18 method has been used to compute Eo(V)

and P0(V) for monatomic iodine in a fcc lattice.

Ignoring electron-phonon interactions at finite temperature

permits separation of the thermal energy and pressure into uncoupled

4contributions from the electron excitations and from the nuclear

vibrational excitations:

E(V, T) E0(V) + AEe(V, T) + AE n(V, T)

and

P(V, T) = P0 (V) + Ape(V , T) + APn(V, T)

In this approximation, the contributions from electron and nuclear

vibrational excitations are computed separately, assuming the other

subsystem to be in its ground state. AE e(V, T) and AP e(V, T) could

be obtained by performing finite-temperature, self-consistent APW-Xa

calculations, again presuming a rigid lattice. However, it has been

"V__ __
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shown 19 that the results of such calculations can be very well approxi-

mated by a simple model based only on ground-state electron properties.

Accordingly

AEe(V, T) = a Ei(V) [ni(T) - ni(O)]

i

and

AP e(V, T) dV [n(T) - n(O)

i

where Ei(V) is the ground-state eigenvalue obtained from the same

self-consistent APW-X calculations used to generate Eo(V) and Po(V),

and ni(T) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function

ni(T) = )exp [B(E i - + 1 1

The chemical potential Ip is determined by the sum over ni.

One can then construct GrUneisen approximations for the nuclear

thermal properties:

AE (V, T) 3kBTn B38T

and

APn (V, T) = 3ykBT/V

and compute the GrUneisen parameter from the zero-degree-kelvin iso-

therm P0(V) by means of the Dugdale-MacDonald formula:
20

V a2EP0 (V)V)2/33/aV2 I
y(V) = a[P 0 (V)V2/3]/V -3I'i
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These approximations for fcc solid iodine assume that nuclear mo-

* tion is harmonic. They are applicable at higher temperatures only inso-

far as liquid disorder corrections are small. It can be argued that such

is the case over much of the density-temperature range covered by the

experimental data.

Once the finite-temperature energy and pressure are known, the

20final step is to solve the Rankine-Hugoniot relation for the Hugoniot

of monatomic iodine. This relation is applicable despite the fact that

the initial state is diatomic molecular iodine.

Figure 3.14 compares the Hugoniot calculated for monatomic iodine

with experimental data. The corresponding zero-degree-kelvin isotherm

(lowest dashed line) is also given so that thermal pressure may be

seen as the difference between two curves. The molecular-phase

4, Hugoniot has been estimated using an intermolecular pair-potential assum-

ing spherical iodine molecules on an fcc lattice, with parameters fit to

normal-density experimental data.

* Agreement between the molecular calculations and the data is best

in the limit of low pressures and becomes successively poorer at higher

pressures, where the monatomic calculations are in better agreement.

The apparent shift with compression of the agreement between the data

and the two calculated Hugoniots at least suggests a gradual transition

from the molecular to a monatomic phase. We conclude that the onset

of metallic conductivity in iodine is probably the result of a gradual

structural conversion of the molecular phase to some state comparable

to a monatomic or metallic arrangement. These results are consistent

with the previously discussed work of Dunn and Bundy and Takemura et al.

'I.
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As in the case of xenon under compression, the 5d level in metal-
lic iodine is also expected to contribute to the observed properties.

At these compressions, the temperature is comparable to the gap between

the Fermi energy and the bottom of the 5d band, leading to large thermal

excitations into the previously empty 5d band. The band gap is decreasing,

and the overall effect of exciting electrons above such a gap is to soften

the Hugoniot. That effect can be seen in Fig. 3.14, where calculations

excluding the 5d state are in poor agreement with experimental data. Thus

in iodine, as in xenon, the high-temperature, high-density properties are

also modified by the presence of the 5d state and its contribution of a

negative partial pressure to the total.

CESIUM

Electron effects resulting from the lowering 5d band are also

observed in compressed cesium, xenon's other neighboring element in

the periodic table. Room-temperature (298'K) cesium metal exhibits

an unusual first-order phase transition, from an fcc to an fcc lattice,

under 4.22 GPa (42.4 kbar) of pressure. 21'22 Early Wigner-Seitz cal-

culations by Sternheimer23 showed a Van der Waals loop in the pressure-

volume isotherm, i.e., a first-order transition, due to the empty 5d

band passing through the initially half-filled 6s band. Subsequent,

more-rigorous band-structure calculations show the situation to be

more complicated, although they still appear to verify the electron

nature of the isostructural transition. The transfer of valence

electrons from 6s to 5d states occurs over a rather extended range

in pressure, from zero to about 100 kbar.

Recently, Glotzel and McMahan24 have reported relativistic

electron-band calculations of the fcc cesium pressure-volume isotherm

If
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using Anderson's linear combination of muffin-tin-orbitals (LMTO)

method.25 Figure 3.15 compares the relativistic band-theory calcu-

lation (dashed line) for the static lattice pressure-volume O°K iso-

therm for fcc cesium with the experimental results (dashed-dot line)

at 2980K. The calculations indicate that relativistic shifts of the

bands have totally removed the possibility of the Van der Waals loop

obtained previously with nonrelativistic calculations for the static

lattice. The important implication is that the 2980K isostructural

transition in cesium must then arise at least partially from thermal

effects, either lattice-vibrational or electronic. The most likely

source of interesting thermal effects at 2981K is from lattice-

vibrational effects or phonon excitations.

To lend some credence to this suggestion, a simple GrUneisen

model calculation of the 298 0K isotherm can be carried out. The total

pressure may then be expressed as

P(T, V) = Po(V) + 3N T y(V)

where Po(V) is the T = 0 static lattice pressure. The second term

represents the thermal pressure contribution from quasiharmonic

phonons in the high temperature limit. y(V) is the GrUneisen param-

eter and may be computed by the Dugdale-MacDonald formula.

In cesium, increasing pressure shifts electrons from the posi-

tive pressure (s, p) conduction-band states to the negative pressure

(d) state, resulting in a large compressibility. At V/V0 > 0.5, the

calculated y(V) is small -0.3) but becomes negative near the experi-

mental transition density of 0.4 < V/V0 < 0.5. The computed curve

(solid line) has a Van der Waals loop that indicates a first-order

_ _ 4
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transition. At higher compressions (V/V0 < 0.4) the repulsive 5p

core states begin to overlap and the isotherm stiffens. Unfortunately,

the existing shock-wave data on cesium are neither accurate nor ex-

tensive enough to shed additional light on the stiffening at higher

pressures.

An interesting consequence of the GrUneisen model calculations

is the possible disdppearance of the first-order fcc-fcc transition

below some critical temperature. With the present model, the critical

temperature is calculated at about 220'K. Such an inverted critical

point is unusual but thermodynamically possible. It is known experi-

mentally that below about 270'K the isostructural transition in cesium
26

is in fact bypassed, with cesium transforming from the low-pressure

fcc phase directly to the high-pressure phase known as CsIV.

Although suggestive, GrUneisen parameter calculations are still

far too approximate to be conclusive. A rigorous calculation of the

phonon frequencies is needed to substantiate theories about the iso-

structural transition in cesium. Direct calculation of phonon fre-

quencies from first-principle band theory is at present a relatively

new and difficult area of research. It is hoped that this discussion

will stimulate further effort in this area.

McMahan 27 has undertaken a systematic theoretical study of shock-

28wave data for the lanthanides. It appears from preliminary results

that these elements share many of the same characteristics as do the

earlier elements in that row of the periodic table (iodine, xenon, and

cesium). At small compressions, pressures are anomolously low, as

expected from properties dominated by the s to d transition; they

stiffen at higher pressure as a result of the repulsive p states.
'I
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ULTRAHIGH-PRESSURE METHODS UNDER DEVELOPMENT

The strongest shock waves routinely achievable in the United

States for accurate material property measurements are approximatley

5 Mbar using two-stage gas guns with accuracies within ±1 percent in

pressure and density. USSR scientists have used explosive systems

that yield shock pressure to nearly twice this level, with almost

comparable precision, since the 1960s. Rather than using explosives,

U.S. technology has relied on light-gas guns to accelerate projectiles

to 7 km/sec; shock pressure in a target sample is generated on impact.

In contrast, Soviet projectiles (iron) are explosively accelerated to

29
approximately 14.7 km/sec. The approximate pressures achievable

in the elements with tantalum projectiles at 7 and 15 km/sec are shown

in Fig. 3.16. The figure shows that the achievable pressure is quite

sensitive to atomic number. In the case of compressible materials or

porous media, the pressure wave is accompanied by a large temperature

rise. For example, temperatures of approximately 1 eV are obtained

on compressing 20 percent porous CaAl2Si2O8 to 160 GPa (1.6 Mbar).

For argon, final pressures of approximatley 100 GPa (1 Mbar) have been

attained at three times liquid density and temperatures by about 2 eV.

Similar conditions can be achieved for the alkali metals. Figure 3.16

also shows some approximate pressures that could be achieved if shock

velocities could be raised to 15 km/sec. Pressures up to 20 Mbar

could be achieved with concurrent order-of-magnitude increases in the

final temperature.

Gas guns are presently operating at limits imposed by material

properties and launch-tube frictions. Several techniques for gen-

erating and diagnosing ultrahigh-pressure shock waves, above

Li I !
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Fig. 3.16--Approximate shock pressures achieved in
elements by tantalum impactors at 7 and 15 km/sec

* {approximately 5 Mbar, are currently under development. All are in

either the testing or the design stage. All the techniques are

dynamic and, except for isentropic compression, involve shock waves

that produce high temperatures as well as high pressures. The tech-

niques are as follows:

* High-power lasers.

9 Electric gun.

0 Rail gun.

0 Nuclear explosives.

El
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. Space-shuttle-based compression studies.

* Isentropic compression.

High-Power Lasers

The ability of high-power lasers to generate ultrahigh-pressure

shock waves has been long recognized. When an ultrashort light pulse

is focused on a small spot on a sample surface, a high-pressure shock

wave is produced from ablation of the sample surface by the energy
30

delivered to the target.

The pressure produced depends on the pulse shape, the peak power

in the pulse, the radiative and thermodynamic properties of the target,

and the irradiated spot size. The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory's

Janus laser produces about 2 x 10 W in each of two beams in a 300

ps pulse. Focused on a 0.3-mm-diameter spot in aluminum, such a laser

pulse produces about 20 Mbar. More powerful lasers being developed

for fusion research will be capable of producing more than 100 Mbar.

Detection of laser-driven shock waves presently depends on de-

tecting the strong heating (measuring several eV) produced by the

shock wave. A light flash is produced when the shock arrives at a

free surface. By focusing the light onto the image plane of an ultra-

fast streak camera, the arrival times at planes a known distance apart

can be measured and the shock velocity calculated (Fig. 3.17).

In practice, shock transit times of 0.3 to 1 ns and shock propa-

gation lengths of approximately 10 pm must be measured. Uniformity

of laser pulse energy deposition, preparation and measurement of tar-

get dimensions, and shock propagation times all pose challenging

technical problems that are currently being addressed. A long
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Fig. 3.17--Laser light pulse incident on stepped target. Shock

transit time is measured by ultrafast streak camera.
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development period will be required to refine such diagnostics and

tune the laser pulses.

The effects of laser-beam inhomogeneity, radiative preheating from

the shock front, sample grain size, surface roughness, and other

phenomena affecting shock structure also need to be investigated.

In addition, diagnostics for measuring a second shock parameter, such

as mass velocity or density, must be developed. Such development will

be more complicated than that for shock velocity, because of the

10 pm wavelength and 1 ns time.

Electric Gun

The electric gun, currently under development, employs thin

metal foils that are exploded by rapidly discharging a capacitor bank

through them. The expanding metal shears off a plastic-metal laminate

projectile and accelerates the projectile through a barrel for a few

millimeters. In one operating version, the plastic is about 300 Pm

thick and the metal foil, a few ten .im thick. The thin plastic-metal

laminate experiences accelerations a few ten million times the acceler-

ation of gravity (Fig. 3.18). To date, although foils have been

driven to 15 km/sec, their constant planarity (required for one-

dimensional flow) remains to be explored.

Shock velocity is measured by a streak camera, as in the laser-

driven experiments. The main advantage of the method is that the

mass velocity behind the shock can be deduced from the impact velocity

of the projectile, measured with a Fabry-Perot interferometer. In

the tens of megabar regime, this method has time and length scales

similar to the laser-driven experiments--approximately 1 ns and 10 pm.
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Fig. 3.18--Schematic of electric gun showing placement of exploding foil, laminated
flyer, barrel, target, and optical diagnostics. Metal flyer is typically
a few tens of micrometers thick; target is 2 to 3 times thickness of flyer.
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Rail Gun

The rail gun is a device in which a high dc current is discharged

into a set of rails.32 The electrical continuity between the rails is

maintained by an arc. The high current establishes a large magnetic

field between the rails, and the resulting Lorenz force accelerates

the arc and the projectile in front of it. Plastic cube projectiles

13 mm on an edge have been accelerated to 6 km/sec (Fig. 3.19).

In the next few years it is likely that a rail gun will be de-

signed and built to launch projectiles a few tens of grams in mass to

velocities of 20 km/sec or greater. The limiting feature of such a

gun for high-pressure and high-temperature physics experiments will

I Rail

8 X X

Velocity

X Arc

I Rail
Projectile

Fig. 3.19--Rail gun

j
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be the planarity of the projectiles. Since impactors and targets

could be a few millimeters thick, the distance and time scales are

about two orders of magnitude larger than for the laser and electric

gun experiments and more similar to those used in light-gas guns.

Thus, the potential for accurate equation-of-state measurements

appears greater.

Nuclear Explosives

A large number of pioneering experiments have been carried out

by Soviet scientists making relative shock-velocity measurements at

tens of megabar pressures using nuclear explosives. 33  Soviet workers

have not described their experimental configuration. However, they

could have made all measurements by standing far enough from the

source to have sufficient neutron and gamma ray shielding in front

of the apparatus, but close enough to get ultrahigh pressures. The

diagnostics must be shielded from the radiation, which can preheat

41 sample materials and cause an uncertainty in the initial conditions

ahead of the shock.

The Soviets use the shock-impedance-matching method, in which

the shock velocity is measured first in a standard material whose

equation of state is known and then in a material under study. Their

method is basically a measure of relative compression and depends

completely on how well the equation of state of the standard is known

for absolute values. They have used the equations of state of lead

and aluminum as standards and taken their equation of state from

refinements of Thomas-Fermi theory.
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A series of experiments are under way at Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory in which diagnostics are being developed to measure the

mass velocity behind the shock as well as the shock velocity itself.

The purpose is to generate shock-wave data for a standard material,

molybdenum in this case, for impedance-matching experiments--for

use either with nuclear explosives or (perhaps) in laser-driven

experiments.

Space-Shuttle-Based Compression Studies

A new class of shock-compression and isentropic experiments has

recently been proposed to study the properties of elements and com-

pounds over the pressure range up to 15 Mbar.34  The new concept stems

from the ability of NASA's shuttle system to place in polar orbit a

permanent, instrumented impact station weighing several tons and, in

opposing polar orbit, impactors tens of centimeters in diameter that*1. impact at relative velocities of 15 km/sec. The high-speed inter-

action is achieved by placing transponders on the shuttle-supplied

impact station orbiting the earth in one direction, and thrusters

and a sensing system on impactors deployed from a vehicle that is

launched when orbit collision can be achieved by careful tracking and

orbit adjustment. The impactors are similar but very much larger than

those being used in terrestrial shock-wave laboratories. Upon inter-

action of the impactors with target or recovery assemblies, dynamic

compression data may be obtained or recovery material collected for
i processing in terrestrial laboratories.

Impact velocities of 15 km/sec--somewhat higher in principle--

can be achieved by releasing impactors and the impact station from

.. ..... '
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different shuttle flights. A number of advantages accrue from carry-

ing out dynamic experiments using the space shuttle: high impact

velocities, low vacuum level, long duration of high-pressure pulse

in large samples, and the capability of handling large quantities of

cryogenic materials. These advantages will potentially allow genera-

tion of extremely well-defined pressures for both shock and isentropic

compressions up to approximately 20 Mbar.

Isentropic Compression

The least-familiar method of achieving high pressures is by

isentropic compression,35 a dynamic process carried out in a completely

reversible and adiabatic manner. Reversibility and adiabaticity can

nearly be achieved in experiments in which compression is rapid

enough to prevent heat loss and slow enough to be reversible. The

technique is very attractive and should be capable of achieving the

same multimegabar pressures as the shock-wave method, but without its

attendant high temperatures.

The shock-wave and isentropic methods would nicely complement

each other--one giving the high-temperature curve and the other a cold

curve. Unfortunately, although a limited number of experiments have

been carried out to date in both the United States and the Soviet

Union, no real success has been achieved. All such experiments have

been carried out in quasicylindrical geometry where there are no

direct pressure measurements; only density is measured, using a flash

x-ray shadowgraph that measures the diameter of a cylindrical hydrogen

sample. Pressures are obtained from gas-dynamic computations (we em-

phasize this point because it is not widely recognized that pressure

""A
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is not directly measured in the implosion experiments). In principle

it should be possible to measure electrical conductivity simultaneously

with compression, and thereby determine the density when an insulator-

metal transition takes place.

Several attempts to achieve isentropic compression have used

magnetic fields to obtain ultrahigh pressures. The simplest method

employs a highly conducting metal coil surrounding a cavity; upon

passage of a large current, the sample cavity is raised to a high

internal pressure (P = B2/87r). For a B-field density of 5 x 103 G,

a pressure of approximately I Mbar can be produced. A concentric

explosive system can be added around the cavity, thereby compressing

the B field to higher densities. With this method, pressures in the

few megabar range for liquid hydrogen and fused quartz have been

reported, with uncertainties of nearly 100 percent in pressure and

±30 to 40 percent in density. Pressure must be calculated by a magneto-

hydrodynamic code using the equations of state of the sample, and

density measured in flash x-ray shadowgraphs. A resistivity measure-

ment for isentropically compressed H2 of less than 0.04 Qcm at a
3

density of approximately 1 g/cm 3 has recently been reported, corre-

sponding to a pressure of 2 to 5 Mbar.36 Whether the observed con-

ductivity represents the metallic state or a thermally excited molecular

form of hydrogen is not clear.

Isentropic compression has a potential use in material synthesis

and some exploratory sample-recovery experiments using an explosively

induced isentropic flow in plane geometry. Soviet scientists have

demonstrated that the enhanced recovery of a high-pressure phase may

4#
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be obtained with these techniques. It seems likely that their research

would complement intensive U.S. efforts that use a diamond-anvil

apparatus to synthesize high-pressure phases.

NEW INITIATIVES USING CURRENT DRIVER TECHNOLOGY

Most dynamic high-pressure studies to date have been directed

toward obtaining thermodynamic data. This leaning reflects the

interests of shock-wave researchers in the United States and elsewhere,

most of whom are affiliated with military laboratories. A more

balanced scientific research program placing more emphasis on temper-

ature measurement, and optical and electrical properties is feasible

employing current technology and some normal effort and ingenuity.

Of particular concern are temperature measurements for opaque

materials. As noted, temperature is not obtained directly from the

Hugoniot measurements of shock and mass velocity but must be obtained

independently. In the past, such measurements have been largely

unsuccessful, but more recent developments show cause for optimism.

The development of routine methods to measure temperature in condensed

shocked matter would be a major innovation and a qualitative improve-

ment in the value of shock data. The most logical temperature probe,

as in the case of transparent samples, would be thermal radiation.

Spectroscopic and Optical Properties

Thermal emission spectroscopy and the response of materials to

probing radiation can be used to infer information such as temperature,

broad features of the electronic structure, and molecular vibration

structure at the high densities and tempertures achieved by strong
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37
shock loading. For example, emitted thermal radiation can be viewed

with a multichannel pyrometer consisting of several fast-response

(.5 ns) photodiodes or by a dispersive optical grating. In the former

case, the output can be fitted to a gray-body spectrum to obtain

temperature and emissivity. In the latter case, the entire emission

spectrum can be measured to determine temperature or study optical

absorption mechanisms such as charge-transfer absorption, electronic

excitation across small -l eV) band gaps in semiconductors, or

crystal field levels in insulators. Temperature and complete spectrum

measurements, very rare in the megabar regime, are needed to test

quantum and statistical mechanical models in which temperature and

volume are the explicit variables, and to carry out the thermal cor-

rections necessary to relate shock-wave data to isotherms.

Raman spectroscopy can be used to study the shift in molecular

vibration frequencies at high densities and temperatures. The mea-

surements are needed to explicate the transition from diatomic

molecules to monatomic liquids that occurs in materials such as H2

and N2 at high shock pressures, densities, and temperatures. Such

spectra are presently being obtained under static conditions using

single 25 ps laser pulses. The extension to dynamic experiments

lasting about 200 ns is straightforward.

Expanded Metals Research

In a recent set of Soviet experiments,38 a metal is shock-

compressed to a few megabars and to approximately 1 eV temperature

and allowed to decompress isentropically into the vapor, or liquid-

vapor, two-phase region. By carrying out a series of experiments,
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several isentropes can be measured and thermodynamic data obtained

for expanded metals. The method needs developing but given sufficient

interest, isentropic expansion from the shocked state will yield

important data. For example, engineering and safety analysis for

C' energy-related programs such as inertial confinement fusion, liquid

metal fission reactors, and MHD generators, require thermophysical

data for the properties of high-temperature metals in the expanded

liquid or two-phase liquid-vapor region. Good experiments and con-

current theoretical efforts will thus improve expanded metal theory

and generate a useful thermophysical data base.

Flash X-Ray Diffraction

Using flash x-ray diffraction to probe material behavior on a

microscopic scale during shock compression has proved feasible using
39

both high-explosive-driven shocks and light-gas gun projectiles.

Recent developments demonstrate that crystals such as lithium fluoride

maintain their crystal structures up to a shock pressure of 1.1 MbarI
and a few thousand degrees. The time scale of these experiments is

approximately 10 ns. In the next few years, determination of high-

pressure and high-temperature structures as well as accurate measure-

ment of crystal volume will be achieved.
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IV. NOTE ON FACTORS IN THE PERFORMANCE OF PENETRATORS

a by L. J. Sham

LITERATURE

There is a vast literature on high-velocity impact theory. The

basic concern is the behavior of the target (crater formation). For

an example of elaborate numerical calculation of hydrodynamic flow

of the target material, see Dienes and Walsh. Goodier 2 has given

an interesting approximate theory that relates the penetration depth

to target properties of yield stress, Young's modulus, strain-harden-

ing, and density. The only factors of the spherical projectile con-

sidered relevant in this theory are the initial kinetic energy and,

to a lesser extent, the deformability of the spherical projectile.

INTEGRAL THEORY

The only theory, as far as I know, that has been specifically

o applied to the rod penetrator is the "integral theory" formulated by

the Aeronautical Research Associates of Princeton (ARAP).3 The

theory is a phenomenological one involving relatively simple inputs,

and is thus well suited for considerations of material factors for

the penetrator as well as the target. The factor that governs the

performance of the penetrator (besides the ones of initial mass and

velocity) is the energy dissipation per unit mass in the form of

plastic flow, denoted by E*d. This value is determined by the

specific heat, melting temperature, plastic-flow stress, and density

NOTE: References for this section begin on p. 80.
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of the penetrator material. The theory provides the direction in

which to search for materials.

However, two points about the theory remain worrisome. It has

been checked against experimental data only at relatively low pro-

jectile velocities--lower than the sound velocity in both the target

and the projectile. Whether it will work at hypervelocities is un-

known. The importance of the target dissipation energy E, (and hence

that of the projectile E*d) is not necessarily borne out by the data.

In the first version of the integral theory4 the dissipation terms

are ignored and a ZnV (V being the initial velocity of the projectile)

dependence of the ratio of the penetration depth to the projectile

diameter P/d is obtained and shown to fit well the low-velocity range

of the data from Hermann and Jones cited in Ref. 5. When the dis-

sipation energy term of the target E, is included, the resulting

P/d rises with V faster than knV, giving an excellent fit with the

data from the Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren Laboratory.6

Finally, a careful account of the spherical shape of the pro-

jectile yields a power low in V for P/d, in good agreement with ARAP's
7

new measurements. Yet, when the three sets of data for the steel

target are plotted on the same graph (see Fig. 4.1), the deviations

among them are not significant (aside from the decrease of penetra-

tion at high velocities from the oldest set). This condition leads

to the question whether the dissipation term is pivotal in penetra-

tion performance.

CONCLUSION

What seems to be lacking is a macroscopic theory that at least

qualifies the properties of the projectile that govern penetration.
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With such a theory, one could then search for materials with the

requisite properties.
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